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Site-ul Marmotei – Site Review
The website was created by Vasile-Alexandru Ifrim as a personal site. It has a simple,
but cute blue and black theme, with some floral and cloud elements, which, together with
the background song, amplify the website’s vibe. It loads really fast and it’s ad-free; it
doesn’t require any plugins or extra software.
The layout varies from page to page. Some pages give up on the “Aceste este Site-ul
Marmotei” header and choose to have only one main text container or to have 2. In any
case, there’s unity between them.

The site has a navigation bar with a menu in the far top. The site is only in Romanian.
It’s not that responsive, at it has some design flaws on lower resolutions. In these 5 pages,
you will get to know some basic info about Alex, his passions and how to contact him. The
“Galerie (Gallery)” page will show you some incredible places, while “Muzica preferata
(Favorite music)” will give you links to the creator’s most loved songs. By going to “Articole (
Articles)” you will make the first step in following Alex’s 2 biggest passions. Lastly, the
Contact page let’s you contact Alex via Facebook, IG, Google+ and by phone.

In case you want to stop the music, just click on the volume button of the browser’s
page (see picture from right).
Groundhog’s Site is an interesting and fun personal website, showing you in a very
clear way all you need to know about its creator. As for the future, there should be a
separate button for the music so that turning off the sound on the website wouldn’t affect
videos if added. Another thing would be to change the way the elements size and arrange
themselves on really high resolution monitors and phone resolutions.
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